
1. KICK  

2. SNARE  

3. FLOOR TOM 

4. OVERHEAD  

5. AMP 1 

6. AMP 2 

7. BASS AMP 

8. VOCAL RYAN 

9. VOCAL ERIKA 

10. BANJO 
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GUITAR/BANJO
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Hi! We are excited to be working together to achieve the best sound 
possible. We respect your sound expertise and knowledge of the venue. 
There are some specific things we prefer to address for all our shows. 
Some may be unorthodox, due to the fact that we are a duo w/big sound. 
Please read through our notes and let us know if you have any questions. 
These are some things we run across often. Let’s have a great show! 
KICK Needs to come out strong to feel & hear pulse. Sweep highs, boost lows 
Because it’s a suitcase, we ask for More SUB and minimal attack. 

ALL DRUMS Needs to be fat and warm in mix, not buried by guitar. The drums 
serve as our backbone and much of the low end.

GUITAR AMPS we play through both guitar amps and bass simultaneously. Each 
have a different vibe to be blended in unison. EQ-Sweep any harsh highs.

BASS AMP It is critical that you sweep most of the highs and high mids. We are 
looking for only low and sub frequencies here. If you need more power, you may 
run an additional DI to blend with mic. Please use the mic as your primary 
source, as it amplifies the amps color and tone that we create on stage, then 
blend the DI to preference, again sweeping the high and mid frequencies.

  VOCALS Warm reverb for both. A little delay is cool too. Gain levels the same       
for both. RYAN Vocal - boost a little high & cut a little low. He has a Low end 
voice. ERIKA Vocal - Add a little extra reverb. Cut a little high & boost a little low. 
Her voice is not as loud as Ryan’s, so please adjust gain to bring it level with his. 
She is not a backup singer. Both harmonize together equally.
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3 AC Power outlets (surge protected preferred)

(MONITOR MIX - ALL VOCALS, KICK, LITTLE GUITAR)

AC Power outlet


